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Recording Dates

Release Date: March 11th, 2013
Review date: Not reviewed

Excercise Rules

Make a pirate themed game using only pen and paper.

Links to the podcast

Challenge Release (Not Yet Available)

Challenge Review (Not Yet Available)

My Game

Currently hidden

My Notes

March 11th to March 13th

Using only pen and paper implies that thre is almost no randomness a bit like
puertorico. Each players action would need to influence other player's actions.
So for example, I cannot make a solitaire game like Pocket Civ since there is a
element of randomness I cannot use.

I might use pen and player for a player's sheet and for a central board which
could be only a map. I have different sources of inspiration:

Merchant and Marauders: Could use the idea of indirect interaction between
players and cities. Each city could have a security and resources level which
could fluctuate according to the player's actions. The problem is that keeping
track of all these changes would be more annoying to do as pen and paper.
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Uncharted waters video game is another similar game I could use inspiration.

I think I could use the idea of a captains log. Since it's pen and paper, the
advantage is to hide information from other players. So each player could log
their actions and perform them semi secretly. Maybe the resolution of the action
could be delayed 2 or 3 turns later, making it impossible to guess the location of
another player.

For example, if a player create trouble somewhere, security could increase later
giving a harder time to the next player to move there.

I could also take inspiration from age of booty where player try to capture and
control cities. That would make much more sense to use hidden information,
and there will be no need to have a system to mamage ressource depletion and
securiry level. Still, I will hanve to considerably dumb down the game. Probably
no curses since that would require cards, no resources since that would be
easier to manage with tokens.

Combat becomes even more complicated because there is no randomness.
Maybe each ship does a fixed amount of damage each to a city and you need to
bring a city to 0 to capture it. Else only 1 die could actually make wonders.

2 ideas so far for combat after asking on forums. Use rock-paper-scisor, where
each player change it's RPS value each turn. Allocate points like a bidding
system each turn. This would fit better in a scifi theme where players can assign
power to speed, shield or weapons according to what they want to do. During
player vs player battle, the compare weapons and shields and record damage.

Maybe the ship could have a basic stats of value 4-3-2 and then add power to
those value where the max is the value itself. So for example, if you ship speed
is 2, you can add at most 2 points of power to give it a speed of 4. But if your
weapons were 4 you could pump them up to 8.

Distributing power makes more sense in a sci-fi theme, so I could do a sci-fi
pirate game. Else aomebody suggested distributing manpower. Still it makes
little sense why a ship would have more Armor due to it's crew.

Back to the list of curses
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